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At its meeting on 2 October 1974 in 

Luxembourg, the Council of Ministers of 

Agriculture of the European Communities 

called on the Commission to draw up before 

1 March 1975, on the basis of all avail

able data, a comprehensive 11 review " on 

the common agricultural policy. This 

review, together with any conclusions which 

the Commission thinks appropriate, will be 

the subject of a full discussion in the 

Council and the European Parliament. 

The annual report - the drafting of which 

was completed on 26 November last -

contains a large proportion of the in

formation available to the Commission 

for the preparation of this review. 

The report consists of three parts : 

I Synthesis, II Analysis, III Annex. 

The following publication of the full 

text of the " Synthesis " - which gives 

a general survey of the agricultural 

situation based on macro-economic data 

and on the studies set out in Part II -

should help readers of " Newsletter on 

the Common Agriculture Policy ", in 

March 1975, to a better understanding 

of the Review. 
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1 • DISTlliGUISHING FEATURES OF AGRICULTURE IN THE Co:!IOOJNITY 

The agricultural sector in the enlarged Community comprises 

· 5.4 million farms of more than one hectare cultivating 88 million 

hectares (2.1% of the world UAA). The working population 

engaged in •agriculture numbers some 9.6 million persons; this 

represents approximately 9% of the working population; agriculture accounts 

for approximately 5% of the gross domestic product of the Community. 

Agriculture in the Community is exercised in 1. temperate zone of wide 

diversity of climate, morphology and soil fertility. The Community extends 

over almost 3 000 kilometres from the hills of Scotland to Mediterranean 

Sicily. 

Apart from this diversity of physical conditions, Community agriculture is 

affected by very different demographic, structural and economic factors, 

such that, for example, the average area of farms in Picardy is around 

40 ha ;.rhereas in Calabria it is under 6 ha. Agriculture in the Community 

is not homogeneous, but varies from region to region. 

In comparison with the agricultural structures of the major world producers 

(USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand), those of the Community appear 

mediocre. For example, the land/man ratio is only 9 ha per man in the 

Community against 126 ha in the USA. The average farm area is only 17 ha; 

43% of farms cover less than 5 ha and occupy only 7% of the UAA; in contrast, 

5% of farms, accounting for 39% of the land, are farms of more than 50 ha. 

Farms of more than 1 ha in the Comnnmity in 1973 

Farms Land UAA 
Specification 

Number (•ooo) % Ha 'OOO 000 % 
TOTAL 5 404 100 88.3 100 

1-20 ha 4 233 78 26.2 30 

of which: 
part-time farms ( eot imat ed) 1 700 31 . . 
20 ha and above 1 171 22 62.1 70 
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For a long time now, agriculture in the Community has been based mainly on 

animal production. The beef/mutton/dairy sector, which occupies 42 million 

ha of meadow and pasture land (45% of the UAA), represents in itself one 

third of total agricultural production. If one adds pig and poultry 

production, which are based on the processing of cereals, the value of animal 

production accounts for 6o% of the final agricultural production. 

The crop sector is based mainly on cereals, cereals occupying 28% of the total 

UAA,but represents only 10.6% of the value of final agricultural production. This 

is due to the fact that a large part of the crop production is intended for forage 11 

and thuc 75% of the total UAA is in fact given over to animal production. 

Although vegetables and fruit are produced in almost every region of the 

Community, certain specialized products in this sector (for example citrus 

fruit) and the production of wine and oil are localized, especially in the 

southern part of the Community. 

of total agricultural production. 

These products as a whole account for 17% 

Agricultural production in the Community is not, however, sufficient to supply 

a consumer market of 255 million people (6.7% of world population). Imports 

of agricultural and food products amounted in 1973 to more than 19 milliard u.a., 

final internal agricultural production accounting for a total of 67.6 milliard"u.a. 
The Community is in fact the number one world importer of foodstuffs, and these 

constitute more than one quarter of its total imports (8% of its exports). 

The dependence of the Community on non-member countries is particularly great 

in respect of its supplies of tropical produce, vegetable oils and fats (soya), 

durum wheat, maize and certain fruits and vegetables (citrus fruit). The 

three main suppliers of the Community,oach accounting for about 15% of the total, 

are the countries of the Commonwealth, Latin America and the USA. 

On the other hand, the degree of self-sufficiency of the Community is 

approximately 1Co% in respect of a number of important products: milk and 

milk products, pigment, eggs and poultry, common wheat, rye and barley. In 

total, the volume of Community agricultural production is increasing by 1.~ 

per annum, whereas the number of inhabitants in increasing annually by only 

0.8%. As in all the industrialized countries, the proportion of household 

expenditure accounted for by food is decreasing regularly, the figure ·for 

1972 being 29%. 

) 
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CONSUMPI'ION POTEllTIAL ( inhnbi tanto), 
PRODUCTION POTEN'riAL (land) AliD 
POTENTIAL FOR AORICUUTURAL PRODUCTION 
IN THE COMMUNITY 

1973 

• % BY VALtlE OF FINAL PRODUCTION 
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COMJ.!UlHTY DISTRIBUTION OF THE UAA AND OF FilTAL PRODUCTION 
BY CROP AND PRODUCT 
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2. GENERAL ECONOMIC ENVIROIDiili'NT 

Since the summer of 1974 1 there has been a marked slowing down in the 

development of demand and production in the Community. In the majority of 

the r.lember States, this has not 1 up to now, had any real effect on the 

rhythm of price increases, and this remains the major cause of concern. On 

the labour market in the Community, unemployment is tending to increase , 

The rise in the general level of prices remains a disquieting problem in all 

the countries of the Community. The implicit price increase for the gross 

domestic product of the Community was of the order of 7-5% in 1973 and will 

exceed 1o% in 1974. Moreover, these averages hide marked differences in 

inflationary trends among the Member States. In fact, the annual rates of 

increase in the general1 level of prices in 1974 probably range between about 

6% (Germany) and 14.8% (Italy). 

The upward movement of internal prices is also illustrated by the very high 

rate of increase of the consumer price index, reaching an annual rate of 

15% during the summer months of 1974 against approximately 12% during the 

second quarter. Examining the development country by country, one sees in 

general a relative stability in the countries whose currencies have 

appreciated in value and a higher rate of inflation in the countries whose 

currencies have depreciated. 

Member State 

Deutschland 
France 
It alia 
Nederland 
Belgique/Belgie 
Luxembourg 
United Kingdom 
Ireland 
Danmark 

IlEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER PRICES (General index) 

(~ual percentage rates of increase) 

1973/1963 1972 1973 

3.5 5·5 6.9 
4.7 6.4 7.6 
4.7 5·7 10.8 
5·9 8.0 8.2 
4.3 5·5 7.0 
3.7 5·0 6.0 
5.6 7-0 9.1 
6.7 8.7 11.3 
6.0 6.6 8.8 

1974(1} 

7·3 
14.7 
23.0 
10.4 
15·7 
10.5 
17 .o 
17.9 
16.7 

(1) September 1974/September 1973 1 except Ireland: August 1974/August 1973. 
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There has been a marked decline in economic g.cowth from 1973 to 1974. 
While the volume of {,'Toss domestic product increased by -5.6% in 1973 
compared with 1972, the corresponding rate is expected to be less than 

3% in 1974 compared with 1973. 

The combined effect of this low rate of economic growth and the continuing 

inflationary tendencies has been a g.cowth rate in the value of the groso 

domestic product of the Community of the order of 13% in 1974 (13.5% in 1973). 
He m-cst expect to see in 1975 the continuation of both the deceleration in 

economic growth in real terms and of inflation which will remain acute. 

Parallel to the general economic trend described above, there has been a 

very appreciable increase in Eer_canita earnings. These showed an 

increase of 13.5% in 1973 compared with 1972 and the rate of increase in 

1974 has been as high as 16.2%. The trends V~J conside~ably between Member 

States, the range in 1974 being between 12 to 14% (Germany and the Netherlands) 

and more than 2a% (Italy and Denmark). 

The average wage per wage-earner in the Commm1ity was 4 852 u.a. in 1972, 
and could reach some 5 592 u.a. for 1973 and 6 500 u.a. in 1974• 

3. RELATIVE D.WORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE IN THE GENERAL ECONOMY 

The downward tendency in the relative share of the agriculture, forestry and 

fishery sector continued. In 1972, this represented only 5-3% of the gross 

domestic product of the Community at factor cost (compared with 7•6% in 

1963). 

This trend has run parallel to a decline in the relative importance of 

agriculture in the total labour force. 

9.2 (compared with 14.4% in 1963). 
In 1973, the percentage recorded Has 

For the Community, the annual rate of decrease in the agricultural labour 

force in 1973 compared with 1972 can be estimated at 3.3%, which represents 

a slowing down compared with the previous year (5.2%). This slowing down 

has been particularly marked in Denmark and Italy. 
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Lr. FINAL PRODUCTION, INTERHEDIATE CONSUMPTION AND VALUE ADDED 

For 1973, the finP~ production of the Community is estimated at 

67.6 milliard u.n. This runount can be broken down as follous among the 

Hember States: 

France: 28% 

Italy: 21% 

Germany: 20% 
United Kingdom: 14% 

Benelux: 11% 
Denmark: 4% 

Ireland: 2% 

It can be seen from an examination of the structure of final production 

in the varioua countries that in 1973 the proportion of final production 

subject to common price arrangements represented 74% of the total final 

production, the range being between 67% for the United Kingdom and 

91% for Denmark. 

The products under common market organization but not subject to common 

price arrangements represented 16% of finnl production (with n minimum 

of 5% in Ireland and a maximum of 23% in Belgium), whereas the percentage 

of products not oubject to a common market organization is approximately 

10%, ranging betueen 4% (Denmark) and 15% (Netherlands). The latter 

figure is accounted for mainly by potatoes and sheepmeat. 

Generally speaking, the relative importance in the final production of tho 

products subject to common prices is inversely linked to the relative 

importance of livestock production: in fact, where the latter is high, the 

formor iB aloo high (Germany, Denmark, Ireland) and vice-versa. The United 

Kingdom constitutes a case apart. Although the percentage of livestock 

products is high in this Hember State, the percentage of products subject to 

common price arrangements is relatively low; this is because the re&ulated 

products without common prices (eggs and poultry) and the products not subject 

to a common market organization (sheepmeat) are relatively important there. 

As regards the relative share of the various Member States in the total final 

production for each product, the follo\dng data can be given: 



.. 

- !I -

- for cere::us, ·the figures me Ji'rr-nc.:- 37%, Italy 20%, United King.:iorr;. 17%, 

Germany 1696, Denmnrk 5%, Benelt\Y. Jl·% r·.:(l.d lrolnn.d 1%; 

) - for beef and vee.l, the fit,'1.,res nre France 28%, Germany 23%, United 

Kingdorn 169j, Italy 13~6, R~nl:'ln:' ll~\6, J.rc:tan::l. 5% nnd Denmru:·J..: 4%; 

- for milk, tho figures nre J!'>•e.ncE· ;::.~~~;, G0::·rw.ny 25%, United I\ing•~,oa\ l'f%, 

Benelux 13%, Ita.l.y 12?-(., .Dor-.m:n~k 6;~ nn.d J.J~eln;ot;3 3%. 

The importonco of intermediate conmu".ptiox•. 'i"a.t•ies considerably .o.':iC'ia,_; ·.;iJ.e 

Member States, ranging bet\JCCJ; 565s of fin.a.l prod·1.1.Gtion (United IG.:agdom) nnd 

25% (Italy). It follO\m from thin 'chnt tre g~oos value added. orp::.:-·:wscd 

in % of final production also differs widely fror:1 country to cou:nt:c;;,'o ?he 

percentage is higher than the Community avere,ge, estimated at 60;i'..(, in Italy 

(75%), Frnnce (67%), Ireland (64%) nncl. Luxembourg 639~), but :l.o l:nJt::~ in 

Germany, tho Netherlr..nds, Belgium &-.<1 Der.c~[~1.·k (b•~tucen 51 nun 52it) ,. 

As regards l!orking income, it can be seen from the data availaole thn.t this 

represents bet\-feen 36 and 37% of final proo.lnc~tioa in Germany and the united 

Kingdom, beh1een hO nnd 45% in Benelux and 57% in i?re..nce. 

Compared "I-Ii th 1972, the final production d: current prices of the Community 

in 1973 increased by npproxitl'lately 21% (13~~ iu 1972 compared \Jtith 1971), 

lfherens the gross value ndded \IEl.s 18~j belcu t';10 l6vcl recorded in 19?2 

(14.6% in 1972 compe.red. uith 1971). 

For 1974, the forecasts nre much leos favourable. The reasons for ~his nre 

the downward tendencies in the prices of agricultural products~ or n olowing 

dotm in their rate of increase, as is the case in Italy, the United Kingdom 

and Ireland, and the very sharp increase i~ the prices of tho means of 

production1
• In fact, the rate of increase in gross value added in 

ngricul turo in money terms uill probably :r:·<~lrle.:i.:n bolo'I-J 10%. Taking into 

account the increaoe in tho general level of prices, \thich is of the same 

order of nw.~ni tude, we ca.a the:tciorc cx-11nct a ::.."t)D.l incroe..so of zero in the 

gross value added in agriculture in 19?4~ 

----··------· 1 See Che.ptcr 7 of thi~ docu.mcm·so 
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5. PRODUCTIVITY 

During the period "1968"-"1972", there was an annual increase in labour 

productivity of 6.6% in the original Community. This development is due to 

the combined effect of the average increase in final production (1.9%) and 

the decrease in the number of persons employed in agriculture (-4.5% per 

annum). Calculated on the basis of gross value added, labour productivity 

increased by 5.2% per annum. Among the various Member States, these 

rates are respectively 5.9% (5.7%) in Germany, 6.1% (4.1%) in France, 

6.1% (5.2%) in Italy, 7-9% (6.5%) in the Netherlands, 9-5% (7.8%) in 

Belgium and 5.4% (3.7%) in Luxembourg* 

productivity increased by 3.1% (5.0%)* 

In the United Kingdom labour 

Taking all sectors of the economy together, the rate of 6.5% is to be 

compared with an annual growth rate of the gross domestic product per 

person employed in the original Community at constant prices and exchange 

rates for the same period of 4.7% for the original Community and 4.4% for 

the enlarged Community. 

Over the same period, the productivity per hectare of utilized agricultural 

area in the original Community has shown an annual growth rate of 3.2% 

(1.4%) * 

During the period "1966 11
- 111972 11 , the average yields per hectare showed 

quite substantial annual rates of increase. These varied in the Community 

from 3.6% for durum uheat, 4.9% for grain maize, 3.8% for common ~rheat, 

2.1% for barley and 1.2% for sugar beet. For all cereals the annual 

growth rate was 3.5%. The milk yield per co~r in the original Community 

increased during this same period by 0.7% per annum. In general these 

annual rates of increase ttere appreciably lo~wr in the three ne'H Member 

States. 

*The first figure hao been calculated on the basio of final production, 
the second on the basis of gross value added. No data are available 
for Ireland and Denmark. 
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6. PRODUCTION 

During the period 11196811
- 11197211 ~ the final production of the original 

Community increased in volume by 1.9% per annum. This rate of increase 

wns greatest in the Netherlands (4.9%) and in Belgium (346%)- In 1973, 

the increase in the volume of final production in the original Community 

was considerably above the annual average rate observed above, the figure 

being 5-6%. This increase was greatest in the crop sector (+ 10%), 

whereas livestock production only increased by 2.1% in volume during 

the same year. 

• During the period 11196611 - 11197211 , the annual rates of variation in 

production show marked differences from product to product. Thus, for 

all cereals the growth rate in the Community was 3-5% (but 7.8% for 

durum wheat and 11.4% for maize), for rice the figure was 4.6%, for 

potatoes - 2.8%, for sugar beet - 3.1%, for olivos - 2.8% and for 

peaches - 1.3~. 

According to provisional estimates, the 1974 cereal harvest (excluding 

rice) of the Community ~rlll be 108 million metric tons (1973: 105.7 

million metric tons). This ne\'1 production record is the result of a 

slight extension of the area under cul tivatior.\ and, more especially, 

of o.n al">ove average unit yield. 

The growth rate in production in 1974 compared with 1973 for othor 

agricnlturnl products io expected to be 1% for milk, 13.3% for 

beef and veal and 6% for wine; in contrast, pig production has declined 

slightly(- 0.1%) • 

• The <:>j_gn 11 11 indicates an average three year period. 
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7. PRICES 

{a) Prices of means of production 

The acceleration of the marked inflationary trends, the energy crisis and the 

firmness of markets for the supply of certain feedingstuffs and chemical 

products caused a very sharp rise in tho prices of means of agricultural 

production and in agricultural wages. 

The increase in agricultural wages ranged in 1973 f'rom 24-0% in Italy to 10.7% 

in Germany. The acceleration of the expected increase in non-agricultural 

lmges {16.2%) in 1974 (as against 13.5% in 1973) suggests an even higher increase 

in agricultural unges in this year. 

There were disturbing increases in price of the means of production in the 

second half of 1973 and the first half of 1974, but since then there seems to 

have been something of a lull. In the original Community, the annual rate of 

increase of those prices has trebled - from an annual increase of about 5% in 1970, 

1971 and 1972, to an estimated 13% in 1973 and 18% in 1974. For 1973 and 1974 

together, the total increase in price of the means of production can be 

estimated at 33% for the original Community. This average hides considerable 

differences between Member States with a strong currency and those with a weak 

currency, no shown in the following table: 

Cumulative rate of increase in 1973 and 1974 of prices of 

oeans of production 

Country % 

Germany 22 

France 42 

Italy 47 
Benelux 23 

United Kingdom 61 

Ireland 66 

Denmark 41 
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The increase in price of the means of production are due mainly to the rise 

in the prices of feedingstuffs 1 fertilizers, fuels, and, to a lesser extent, 

to the rise in machinery prices. 

(b) Prices of agricultural products 

The strong upward trend in agricultural producer prices already seen in 1972 
continued in 1973, except in Germany. On a calendar year basis, the 

increase in 1973 was 8% in Germany, 1o% in Fr nee and Luxembourg, 12% in the 

Netherlands, 19% in Belgium, 2o% in Italy and 29 to 3o% in the three new 

:Member States. The latter countries have made a first approximation to 

Community prices, and their prices are often more markedly affected by price 

increases on world markets. In the original Community, the increase was 

approximately 15%, being greater for vegetable products (25%) than for 

animal products (9%). 

In 1974, this trend was reversed; a comparison of July 1973 with July 1974 
shows a drop of 4-6% in France, 7.7% in Germany and 11.4% in Belgium. In 

the United Kingdom and Ireland, however, the upward trend continued, although 

to a lesser extent than in the previous year. 

The tendency of price>~ of the means of production and agricultural prices to 

diverge had a very adverse effect on agricultural income in 1974. 

The price movements noted above should be compared with the average rate of 

increase in common prices in u.a. of 5.1% in 1973/74 and 14.5% in 197~/75 * 

*Insofar as monetary changen occur (representative rates), the development of 
common prices expressed in national currency may differ from that expressed 
in u.a. 
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The prices fixed for the Community determine the degree of support for prices 

and markets at the wholesale stage. Since the markets develop freely within 

certain limits, neither market prices nor producer prices are directly linked 

in their development to the prices fixed in the Community. 

The relationship between agricultural prices within the Community and on the 

world market has changed considerably since 1971/72. Since then, the latter 

have on the whole greatly increased, so that Community internal prices are at 

an ever decreasing level in relation to that of world prices for agricultural 

products. 

For the 1973/74 marketing year, the threshold prices for many products are 

appreciably below world prices, or are approximately the same. 

milk powder are an exception to this rule. 

Threshold prices as a percentage of world market prices 

(Average for 1973/74) 

Product % 

Common wheat 79 
Durum v1heat 116 
Husked rice 60 
Barley 96 
Maize 98 
'1-lhi te sugar 60 
Beef and veal 111 
Pigment 131 
Eggs 111 
Olive oil 98 
Oil seeds 77 
Butter 320 
Milk powder 156 

Butter and 

(c) Comparison of the development of consumer prices and agricultural 

producer prices 

An analysis of the development of producer and consumer prices for certain 

agricultur-al products which have un important plece in total agricultural 
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production (e.g., milk, beef and veal, pigmeat, common wheat, sugar beet 

and eggs) shows that consumer prices for these products, whether as such 

or processed, generally increased by a far greater amount than the 

agricultural producer prices over the period 1968-1972/73. The only 

exceptions to this rule vrere beef and veal in France, milk in Italy, sugar 

in the Netherlands and potatoes in France, the Netherlands and Belgium1 • 

In 1974 the strong upward trend in consumer prices for foodstuffs and 

beverages continued, while the general index for agricultural producer 

prices fell considerably in the Community, with the exception of Italy and 

tho now Member States2• 

1Figures not available for the United Kingdom. 

2Figures not available for Denmark. 
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8. CONSUMPTION AND COUSUMER.S 

In 1973 the proportion of consumer expenditure devoted to food products 

represented 2$% of private household consumer expenditure. This proportion 

was highest in Italy (32.8%) and in the United Kingdom (30%) and lovmst in 

Belgium (22 -5%) and France (25%). This proportion is falling annually. 

Overall and per capita consumption of agxicultural production havo not 

followed the same trend in recent years. In tho Community there has been 

an increase for certain products and a decrease for others. Among the 

products for '1>7hich per capita consumption has declined are potato eo, cereals 

of bread-making quality, whole milk and butter. There has been an increase 

in the per capita consumption of fruit, vegetables, sugar, ve6etablo fats, 

all categories of meat, eggs and cheese. 

Per capita consumption of the main food product~ 

(average in kg per inhabitant and per year in 1969-73) 

National bracket 
Product EEC-9 

Maximum Minimum 

Cereals 85 Italy . 130 Netherlands . 
Sugar 37 Ireland : 50 Italy 

Potatoes 85 Ireland . 121 Italy . 
Vegetables 97 Italy : 162 Denmark 

Wino (litres) 51 France : 108 Ireland 

Liquid milk 90 Ireland : 212 France 

Meat 80 France : 96 Italy 

of which beef and ven.l 25 France : 29 Denmark 
pigmeat 32 Germany . 48 Italy . 

Vegetable oils n.nd fats 22 
(EEC-6) Itn.ly : 23 Ireland 

Butter 5·3 Ireland : 10.6 Italy ) 
Netherlands) 

: 63 
: 28 
. 41 . 
: 47 
: 2 
: 70 
. 61 . 
. 17 . 
: 15 

: 6 

: 1.6 
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Consumer habi t8 w1.thin the Cornmll..ni ty differ -wj.deJ.y. It is not surprising 

to learn, therefore, that t:he average French consumel' drinks per year fifty 

times more -wi.ne but three times less milk than his Irish counterpart, or 

that the Italian housewife uses ·bdce the quantity of vegetable oils and 

fats, but four times less butter than the Irish housewife. 

The changes cocn in consumer habits are due not only to the increase in 

incomes but also to the new supply possibilities resulting from the 

integration of the agricultural and food markets within the Community. 

The volume of intra-Community trade in e.g:dcul tural and food producto 

is six times what it was in 1963; the range of products offered to consumers 

has been greatly increased and diversified, largely as a result of the new 

economic dimensions in which the food industry now operates. 

Already in 1973, and more so in 1974 7 Community consumers had protection from 

the ups and downs of the \-!Orld market. By introducing export levies for 

certain vital basic products (cereals, rice, sugar), the Community not only 

ensured security of supply but also a certai11 degree of stability in consumer 

prices. In a period of galloping inflation and tempora,ry hold-ups in energy 

supplies, these and other measures to help the consumer (subsidies for 

butter, the subsidizing of the ~trchase of sugar on the world market) assume 

particular importance. 

The effecti veneos of these measures is illustrated by t:ll.e fact that the 

internal Community price for many products is appreciably lower than world 

market prices. In mid-November 1974, for example, the highest world prices 

for cereals were 30 to 4o% higher than the intervention prices, and 7o% in 

the case of olive oil, while the price of white sugar on the world market is 

almost five times the Community intei~ention price. 

Thus, if Community consumers had had to obtain their supplies of crop products 

on the world market, they would have paid far more than under the present 

Community arrangements. 

In general, comparing 1974 '1-d.th 1973, consumer prices for foodstuffs increased 

to a lesser extent than the general index of consumer prices. 
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Consumer prices 

September 1974 percentage increase over 'September 1973 

Country General index Foodstuffs and 
beverages 

Deutschland 7-3 5-2 
France 14-7 11.6 
Italia 23.0 22.8 
Nederland 10.4 5-8 
Belgique - BelgH3 15-7 11.0 
Lu:x:embourt; 10.5 10.0 
United Kingdom 17.0 16.5 
Ireland 17.91 16.o1 

Danemark 16.7 11.4 

1 August 1974 - August 1973 

vTith the exception of Italy, where the prices for foodstuffs have been 

affected by the successive devaluations of the agricultural lira and also by 

the fairly considerable dependence of the Italian market upon non-member 

countries, food prices are more stable in the countrieo of the original 

Community and in Denmark than in the United Kingdom and in Ireland. The 

case of the United Kingdom deserves particular attention, since the British 

market, which represents almost 22% of the Commm1ity's consumption potential, 

is the most dependent on non-member countries, but it is also the market 

which has received the most Community help for consumers (a consumer subsidy 

of 330 million u.a. for butter sold at a price 56% leos than the common 

price, measures in support of beef and veal and pigment). 

Owint; to the opecial measureo and monetary compensatory amounts, and also to 

the meaaures taken by the Community to ensure oecuri ty of aupply and the 

otability of consumer priceo, the increase in these prices in the United 

Kingdom wao leos than it would have been if the full impact of world prices 

had been borne by the consumer goods mnrketo. 
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One third of the uorld1 s agricultural traae passes through the Community 

( fi{';ai. not 27% of industrial trade). li':rui t and vegetables, meat and live 

a.:nimals are the main products imported. The CollllliUlli ty undertakes 81.7% 

of inte:rnat].ona"L "trade in fruit and vegetables and feodingstuffs. 

Ap~ro~dmg.tely 407~ of the oriE,--inal Community's agricultural products come 

.frc ::1 i:he developing countries, approximately SO·% from industrialized countries 

' ,,_1_ ~~~~ from otate-tradilig countries. 

There uerc frequent instances of scarcity on the world market in 1972 and 

these recurred in 1973 and 1974; the result was a sharp rise in prices 

and a reduction in stocko (sugar, cereals, soya, fish meal and rice). 

Heather fnctors alone do not explain this complex situation, and the 

general inflationary situation has even put a brake on world production 

by inciting soMe producers to caution and others to speculation, and by 

preventing many producers in the developing countries from achieving any 

si z2.ble increase in productivity. 

In 1974 many neGOtiations uere conducted and brought to a successful 

conclusion, p~ticularly those involving acceptance by the enlarged 

Conmmni ty of the obligations of the original Comrmmi ty and the transference 

to the enlarged Community of tho obligations of the new Member States (GATT -

Art. XXIV- 6). The system of generalized preferences likewise became 

applicable by the enlarged Community from 1 January 1974 l'rl th considerable 

advantages for the developing countries. Hi th regard to preferential 

treatment, the Coii!IIIUni ty began negotiationo 'I-Ii th all the countries covered 

by the Yaounde and Arusha Agreements and with the developing countries of 

tho Commom1eal th in Africa and the Caribbean (ACP countries). Agreement 

has already been reached to set up a system to stabilize the export earnings 

from certain basic producto exported by the AOP countries to the Community. 

Follouing tho enlargement of the Community, it has also been 

necessary to review the agreements signed by the original Community 

'1-rl th ccrtnin :Mediterranean countries and to make them part of an 
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overall approach to the Hedi terra.ner,.v countrieEJ, ~-;·hi ch is at prenent 

under negotiation.. Hol-mver~ the assoc:i.ation 't'rJ..th Greece has resulted 

) in the introduction on l Novenber oi a Custons Union, applicable only 

to the countries of the or:l.:;'inOll Cmll.ttiu:nity~ for u mtl:'Jber of agricultural 

producto. Following the en try into force of the Gecond otv.ge provided 

for undor the A5socintion Ag.-:-e~oent v!i th Turkey, t>ome r1ajor co!'.ccsniono 

have been granted to Turkey by the enlarged Co,ml'luni ty. 

With regard to bilnteral relations ~1ith the countl'i.::f.l of Eastern 

Europe, national agrcenents will not be renewed on 31 Decenber 1971r 

and a cocnon policy will then. be implemented. The Conounity is also 

participating in the genern.l moasures ndopted in the context of the 

World Food Conference and the GATT multilateral negotiationo. \eli th 

regard to food aid~ the Community undertook in 1973 to supply 

agricultural products and funds to n total value of 173 million u.a., 

as agn.innt 54 million u.n. in 1972; it actually delivered, anong 

other products, 463 647 metric tons of cerenls, 46 136 tletric tons 

of cilk powder and 15 000 metric tons of butteroil. The Co~~unity 

haG alDo undertnken to supply 1 287 000 r.1etric tor:.D of ~1hoat (and 

some rice) to the developin,?; countries in 1974/75· The Coonission 

hzu:; also presented n mettornndtun con tainj.ng a genernl outline of tht; 

Comcunity food nid policy for the next three year~8 

'di th regard to trade, the value of the total iuportr; of ncricul tural 

and food products continued to increase and rose in 1973 to 19 milliard 

u.a. (up 36% on 1972); this increase \JaG lnr,;,ely the reoult of the rise 

in world prices. The industrialized and state-trading countries derived 

the greatect advantage from the 1973 increase, whereas the developing 

countries had benefitted most from the increase in trade fron 1968 to 

1972. Ar:; in the past, of nll these countries, it uas the United Stutes 

which in 1973 benefitted :nost from the increase in Conouni ty ir.1ports. 

Community exports amounted to 6 703 million units of account in 1973 

(up 44% on 1972) a Although nrounCi. 60% of the Comnnnity'r. exports 

went to the industrialized countries, it \JaB the developing countries 

and state-trading ccuntries ~hich, proportionall~, ohowed the greatest 

increa.ee in imp o.ri;,s from the Convnuni ty. 
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In addition, trade between the original Community and the three new Member 

States grea.tJy increased in 1973 in relation to 1972 (exports from the 

original Community: + 71%; imports: + 62%). 

With regard to tho Community's degree of self-sufficiency in 1972/73 or 

1973, there were no major changes in the rates of self-supply, except in 

respect of rice, sugar, and beef and veal, for which the rates were lower 

than the average for the previous four years. 

Classification of the main agricultural products 
in the Community according to the rate of 

self-sufficiency in 1972/13 

Rate exceeding Rate of around lOO% Rate below 100% lOO% 

Barley (107%) Common wheat (100%) Durum wheat (76%) 

Butter (103%) Rye (lOO%) Maize (54%) 

Oats (96%) Rice (67%) 

Potatoes (101%) Sugar (92%) 

Cheese (101%) Fresh vegetables (94%) 

Eggs (99%) Fresh fruit (76%) 
Pigmeat (101%) Citruo fruit (34%) 

Poultrymeat (101%) Wine (89%) 

Beef and veal (86%) 

Sheep and mutton (55%) 

Oilcake (4%) 

I 1 -
~o this lict should be added products for which figures are not available, 
but for which there is a. considerable need in the Community, particularly 
tr0pical products (fats, oils and exotic ft~its). 

The rates of self-sufficiency are obviously strongly affected by the ota.te 

of the markets from one year to the next, but, with the exception of a few 

products (barley, rice and sugar), the table given above io a fairly 

accurate reflection of the medium-term supply situation in the Community. 
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10. PRESENT SITUATION ON THE MAIN AGRICULTURAL MARKETS 

) Since the profound changes on the international a.gricul tural markets in 

recent years seem to have become the rule rather than the exception, greater 

importance should be attached to a brief analysis of the recent development 

of the varioun markets, particularly the livestock sector and the basic 

products on which it is dependent, and certain other sectors which have 

seen major changes. 

In the ~ oector (beef, pigmeat and poultry), the world market is of some 

importance for the Community. Although the Community has al weys had to 

import fairly large quantities of beef to meet internal demand, its supplies 

of pigmeat and poultry were such that only limited quantities had to be 

imported or exported. 

'rlorld beef production rose slightly in 1973, while the production of pigmeat 

decreased very slightly. The high prices of pigmeat at the end of 1973 
induced a.ddi tional production in 1974, and a fairly substantial rise in 

beef production may also be expected for 1974• World beef prices had been 

rising regularly and fairly steeply for years until the ~eginning of 1973, 
but they have fallen considerably since then (by approximately 25%). Thio 

drop in prices has in particular had a restraining influence upon the increase 

in pigmeat prices. There have also been very abundant offerings (from the 

USA) of chickens and turkeys on the world market, and this has helped to 

produce a drop, which is still appreciable, in world meat prices. 

The meat sector has not alweyo developed in the same wa:y in the Community 

and on the world market. Beef production, stimulated by a period of 

relatively higher prices (1972/73), has risen sharply by about 13% since 

autumn 1973, thus precipitating a drop in producer prices. Since the Community 

also imported in 1973 a very large quantity of beef which was only partially 

absorbed by consumption, it found itself with a surplus. The production 

of pigmeat, in which tho Community is more or less self-sufficient, is 

on the upswing and the prices, particularly as a result of the difficulties 

on the market in beef and veal, have dropped considerably since December 1973, the 

month in l>thich they reached their highest level. The consumption of pigmcat has 
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greatly increased in recent years. The stagnation in sales of poultry, however, and 

the large increase in production in 1974 were the cause of n sharp drop in 

prices on the internal market. The development of the market in eggs, both 

on the l"Torld market and in the Community, has not been encouraging for 

producers. The surplus of a fol'l major producers having been disposed of 

on the world market, the increase of 3 to 4% in Community production in 

1974 caused a sharp drop in prices in the EEC. 

The situation in the milk productf:l sector was better than in the meat sector. 

The difficulties affecting protein supplies in 1973 stimulated the market 

in skimmed milk pot-rder; the drop in the Horld consumption of butter was 

checked (in particular ao a result of the i.ncrease in margarine prices); 

finally, the expensiveness of meat in 1972/73 greatly stimulated the 

consumption of cheese. The demand for drinking milk is decreasing slightly 

in the Community, and although the consumption of butter hnr.; increased a 

little, this is mainly due to the drop in price, the national consumer 

subsidies and tho increase in margarine prices just mentioned. There has 

been only a very slight rise in the Community production of milk products, 

the main reason for this being the considerable rise in the coot of feeding

stuffs. 

Unlike consumers, producers are hardly likely to be pleased with the present 

situation in the livestock sector: furthermore, no users of various basic 

-products such as cereals and proteins essential for animal production, they 

arc (;:;.~:?eriencinc supply difficulties. The large-scale purchases of 

cereals qy the Soviet Union in the summer of 1972 resulted in a very rapid 

reduction in world stocks and at the same time in n sharp rise in prices. 

The dicappointing vorld ccrenl hnrvcatn of 1973 and 1971~ hnve nlco helped to 

b-:cp p-:ice!l nt ~ high level. The main effect of this state of shortage is a 

substantial decline in international trade. 

As a result of its cizeable production of cereals, the Community, while 

remaining a net importer, has l1itherto had almost no difficulties in obtaining 

supplies, even at prices uhich are generally lower than those on the uorld 

market. It should be added that the cultivation of maize is assuminc 

ever-increasing importance and tho production of fodder uheat is rising faot. 

This fodd3r l~hont, \Jhioh givoo a high yield per hectare and is richer in 

proteins than other cerealo, although it is lacking in lysin, brings us 

) 



to the second sector of basic products, i.e., proteins. 

) Since 1973, difficulties have arisen on the world market in proteins, which 

for years had been in constant and abundant supply. These difficulties are 

caused by an exceptional demand for soya beans from the USSR and China and 

by the low production of fish meal in Peru and of groundnuts in Africa; in 

addition, for several years in succession, the production of soya in the 

United States remained lower than consumption and exports, resulting in 

almost total re-absorption of stocks. This combination of factors not 

only led some Member States to take protective measures, but also produced 

a significant rise in the price of proteins on the '1-mrld market. Since the 

last feH months of 1973 7 however, this situation has improved ovTing to the 

exceptionally large soya bean harvest in the United States, which vras 22/o 

up on 1972. The result was an easing of the market in proteins, and a 

fairly substantial drop in prices, which did not however return to the 

pro-shortage levels. Finally, over the same period, Community production 

of proteins decreased for the first time. 

There is also a world shortage of olive oil; since the EEC has a shortfall 

in this product, and since it is also the largest net importer, the high 

level of priceo on the Horld market has directly affected Community prices, 

which have risen sharply since the 1973/74 marketing year. 

~ is no exception in the crop production sector: in this case also, 

Horld production has been lower than consumption for several years, the 

large stocks have been drawn down, but it has no longer been possible, as it 

was in the past in similar circumstances, simply to adjust production to 

demand, for tlte ver,y low level of world prices over successive years had 

severely restrained the necessary new investments. Since Community production 

fell short of consumption, the long-standing Commonwealth sugar agreement 

made it possible to import such quantities that the EEC as a whole has alw~s 

had to export large amounts of sugar. In 1973 and 1974, ho'l-wver, it became 

evident that, alongside the disappointing Community production, the increase 

in consumption far exceeded the forecasts, and deliveries from the Commonwealth 

countries Here far lower than the commitments. All these factors created a 
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difficult supply situation in 1973/74 anu special import measures had to be 

taken for 1974/75 in order to guarantee Community supplies. The Community 

price for sugar, which only a few years aeo was four or five times the world 

price, is now only a third of that price. 

The countries Hhich produce large quanti ties of wine are usually also the 

major consumers of wine, so that the volume of international trade remains 

very low; only France and Italy conduct a large amount of external trade. 

While surpluses and deficits alternated previously in the space of a few 

years, over the last ten years there has tended to be a surplus, particularly 

in the Community, the United States and the Mediterranean countries. The 

unsatisfactory level of prices on the world market has resulted in large-scale 

vine grubbings in the Mediterranean countries. In the Community, consumption 

has progressed slowly ·in the deficit countries, and has remained relatively 

stable in the producer countries. The increase in wine production in the EEC 1 

combined since 1970 with a drop of 1 to 2% in demand in France and Italy, 

countries which represent 85% of total Community consumption, and with a 

slight increase in consumption in the other Member States, has resulted in 

some major surpluses which have on several occasions necessitated distillation 

measures. 

The prices of apples and pears produced in the 1973/74 marketing year and for 

peaches from the 1974 harvest have been relatively low and fairly large 

quantities have had to be Hithdrmm from the market; for the other products 

in the fruit and vegetables sector, the situation was on the whole fairly 

favourable this year. 

The total volume of the Horld prc,duction of fish has remained relatively 

stable for several years, havinr, been deliberately reduced in the case of 

certain species and increased in the case of others. In this connection, an 

effort is being made to obtain species which were not previously used for 

huQan consumption. In 1973, the general level of prices for fish increased 

by an average of 2~~. In the Community, the volume of the catch increased 

in 1973 7 but the production of quality fish decreased; the rise in prices 

slowed down to a certain extent in 1974. 

\ 

' J 
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11. SOCIO-STRUCTURAL SITUATION 

) The utilized agricultural area (93.5 million hectares UAA in 1972) shows a 

slight but oteady tendency t:O decreaoe an land is put to non-agricultural 

use. There have been changes in the structure of land use, taking varying 

forms and occurring at different paces between Member States. In the 

Community as a \-Thole the area of arable land has diminished, that of permanent 

cropo slightly increased and grassland and perm:ment pasture has remained 

more or less unchanged. 

'The total nurnber of farms (5.4 million in 19'(3) is falling steadily. 'l'his 

is a result of the decrease in the number of farms of less than 20 hectares. 

On the other hand there is a slight increase in the number of farms of 

20 hectares and over. 

In the origir.k•l Community almost three quarters of all farms grew cereal 

crops. There is a slight decrease in the proportion of this kind of farm. 

The proportion of farms keeping dairy cows decreased considerably during 

the period from 1967 to 1970. In 1970 they represented 46% of all farms. 

The total number of farms keeping pigs shows a similar movement. 

Although insufficiently representative for the whole of Community agriculture, 

the data of the "EEC Farm Accountancy Data Network" shows that in 1972 almost 

half the total number of farms in the "Data Network" achieved an earned 

income per ~·ru amounting to at least 9o% of the comparable income. In 

addition these available data show a direct connection between the level of 

income and the size of the farm, except in the case of certain intensive 

types of production on relatively limited areas (horticulture, concentrated 

livestock farming). The type of farming practised is also an important 

factor affecting the economic success of the farm. 
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During the period 1963/73 the beef cattle count steadily increased. However, 

the increase w~s less pronounced during the lust five years. During this 

period the headage of dairy coHs increased at a slightly slower rate. Taking 

into account the decrease in the number of farms keeping beef cattle and 

dairy cows this increase in the total headage must in1icate an increase, 

although fairly limited, in individual headages. Since 1963 the total pig 

count has shown a sharp increase while the number of farms keeping pigs has 

decreased, also fairly sharply. 

In the Community the lund market is characterized by a tendency towards owner

farming, to the particular detriment of share-cropping and other forms. The 

proportion of rented farms decreased slighltly during the period from 1963/73. 
On the other hand, the rising trend of land prices and in some countries the 

increase in the rent paid by tenants, is more pronounced. In several cases 

the rise in land prices are probably the result of speculation, p<u·ticularly 

in heavily populated regions. 

Resulting from the general inflation on the capital market there has been a 

considerable increase in the interest rates for medium and long-term loans. 

Since the amount of capital invested in agriculture per work unit is on the 

increase and an increasing proportion of such investments are financed by 

loans, the situation poses major problems for the modernization of farms. 

Until 1972 more and more farmers were leaving the land each year. Since then 

the rate of departure hue sloHed down probably as a result of the favourable 

economic results in the ar,riculturul sector in 1972 and 1973 and the general 

increase in unemployment outside agriculture. A second characteristic of the 

ar,ricultural workinG population is that it is growing older by comparison 

with the total working population. The proportion of 'I'TOrkers aged 50 or over 

ic greater in agriculture than i..n the working population as a v1hole while the 

proportion of vmrkers aged between 14 and 35 is considerably less. 
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A feature of forest land (31.7 million hectares of forest in 1972) is the 

~arked fragmentation of private forests, which account for 6o% of the total 

forest area. in the Community: another is the very great variation in the average 

area. of State forests from one Uember State to another. Although there has 

been a slight but otoa.dy increase in the area. under forest since 1963, timber 

production has decrea.aecl by 1 o% between 1960/62 and 1969/71. However, this 

decreane in production does not signify a fall in productivity, but reflects 

rather a. reduction of forestry activity. 

The ateady decrease in North Sea fishing during recent years continued in 1973. 

Holrevcr, it \ro..o possible for some !~ember States to compensate for this loss 

by increased fiohing in the Barents Sea, the Kattega.t and th';;l Skagorrak. 

The total number of fishing orewn, as also the Community fishing fleet itself, 

increased in 1973 compa:red ui th 1972. But the increase in the total number of 

crews is due primarily to an extension of part-time working lUllOng inshore 

fishing creun. 
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12. AGRICULTURAL INCOMES 

The srunple of ten thousand farms of the EEC Farm Accountancy Data Network 

(a srunple which docs not represent the whole agricultural sector) also indicates 

a considerable increase in net farm income per ALU in "1972" (31%). 

However the development of agricultural income was different accordin~ to production 

sector. Working income in "1972" made a considerable jump forward for beef cattle 

f~1~ncrs (41.1%), for wine-growers (35.8%) and for farmers combining beef cattle and 

arable crop production (34.9%). On the other hand mixed farming showed only a small 

increase ( 10%), l-rhile the rate of increase on other kinds of farm was between 

20 and 30%. These divergent trends, due mainly to different income base levels 

should not be allolved to obscure the income disparities existing between different 

types of farming. Taking farms of equal size (30 hectares for exrunple) the 

difference in >mrking income between farms devoted to beef production 

(5 589 u.a./ALU in 1972) and mixed farming (8 756 u.a./ALU in 1972) increased 

considerably from "1971'1 to "1972" 1 moving from 2 209 u.a./ALU to 3 167 u.a./ALU. 

From region to region agricultural incomes remain unduly divergent, the range 

being widest in France vrhere it is between 1 and 5. 

Although during past years this divergence had tended to narrow somewhat to the 

advantage of the least favoured regions, it seems that the gaps between these 

incomes expressed in real terms and in money terms have widened. 

On the basis of a preliminary analysis of available data for "1973" from returning 

holdings it appears that in that year agricultural incomes as a whole 11erc equal 

to and in certain cases even superior to those of the previous year. However 

"1973" was characterized by disruption in the relative levels of income between 

various kinds of farm and various regions. 

Generally speaking farms devoted to arable crop production, with the exception of 

those concentrating on growing potatoes, succeeded in maintaining, or even improving 

their position. On the other hand farms devoted to livestock farming suffered 

) 
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considerable falls in the income arising from the standstill, or even fall in 

prices of livestock products combined vri. th the initial increases in tho price 

of animal feedingstuffs. These reductions in income were also indirectly 

affected by the very favourable results of the previous year. Tae progressive 

improvement of agricultural structures also helped to mitigate dowmrard trends 

and strengthen upward ones. 

The macro-economic analysis of agriculture by broad categories shows a generally 

favourable development in agrimtltural incomes in 1973. In fact, the not value 

added per agricultural labour unit (ALU) of the original Community increased in 

1973 compared wdth 1972 by 24.4% in money terms or 14.9% in real terms, i.e. in 

terms of purchasing power. The extent of this improvement, however, was very 

different according to Member State. 

To judge from the first information available for the current year, it appears 

that the agricultural income situation has deteriorated sharply in 1974. Tho 

first estimate of the gross value added of the Community in 1974 shows that in 

real terms it is the same as in 1973 and that farmers in general have thus been 

unable to improve their purchasing power during the yoar. 

Forecasts of agricultural incomes 111974" (1974/75) are very problematical since 

considerable doubts still surround price movements, particularly the movement 

of the prices of production factors. However those forecasts Which can be 

attempted all show a sharp fall in agricultural incomes, particularly because 

the adverse effect on income of increases in input prices will apply this time 

to the whole twelve months of the farm year and not to only one or two quarters 

as in the previous year. The farms most affected are bound to be those wdth 

the highest production per hectare, including the smallest farms which are 

forced to farm intensively because of their size. 

Besides horticultural undertakings which represent a special case and which 

must be differentiated according to whether or not they depend on energy, 

the farms most affected will be primarily those devoted to pigmeat and poultrymeat 

production. Farms combining mixed crop fanning and beef production >rill also 

suffer a very considerable fall in income. Only those farms devoted to mixed 

farming and to a lesser degree grassland farms ~Till be less seriously affected. 
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Som~ details arP. available concernin( the sj_tuntion in the Member Stntes. 

) Gennany 

Forecasts for 1973/74 (1July to 30 June) as indicated for Germany in the 

Agricultural Report (Agrarbericht) published at the begin."l.ing of 1974, give: 

some hope of an increase in farm incomes of between 6 and 1o% compared with 

1972/73. However, ne~t and more recent estimates have shmm that the results 

actually achieved are far less favourable than those originally forecast, 

due to the fact that during this year the prices of agricultural products 

have developed unfavourably in comparison with the prices of the meann of 

production which have increased in comparison •nth the 1972/73 marketing 

year. According to a provisional survey based on 5 200 returning holdings 

the Ministry of Agriculture forecasts an increase in tho value added per 

manpower unit of tho order of 4% for the 1973/74 marketing year ending on 

30 June 1974. 

France 

A preliminary summary o.nalysia of the findings of the French Farm Accountancy 

Data :Network for 1973 (calendar year) shous that farm incomes have fallen 

in comparison with 1972 particularly on mixed crop/livestock farms and farms 

devoted to beef production. On the whole mixed farms havo suffered a slight 

decrease in income, Hhile wine growers have had P. cnnrdderable increase. 

The main cwJses n~ these vnrintinns lie firstly in the recession 

in beef cattle prices and the considerable increase in costs, particularly of 

animal fecdingstuffs and chemical fertilizers, and secondly in the record vnne 

harvest. 

Forecasts for 1974 in France (calendar year) suggeman increase in production 

of about 7%• Since the price of inputs ~rill have risen by an average of 27% 

(forecast) compared vli th 1973 a fall of beh:een 5 and 7% in the ~oss income 

of farms is expected in comparison with 1973. 
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According to an INEA report the overall results in Italy for 1973 (calendar 

year) are not likely to be very satisfactory. The very considerable increase 

in the prices of the means of production in 1974, which is put at 30.9%, 
leads to pessimistic forecasts concerning the results for 1974. 

Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, according to provisional data for 1973/74 (1 M~ to 30 April), 

farmers' working income was maintained on the whole for farms devoted to miY.ed 

farming, and for mixed farms with some specialization in pigmeat and poultry

meat. However there was a fall in 'loTOrking income of about 2Cf/o compared with 

1972/73 in the case of grassland farms and in mixed farms specializing in 

beef production. 

Forecasts for 1974/75 sho'I'T that farmer&' working incomes on mixed farms and 

grasoland farms are likely to decrease by about 12'% compared with 1973/74• 
An even greater fall is forecast for mixed farms. 

Belgium 

A breakdown of data from a uniform sample of about 350 returning holdings 

shows a fall in uorking income per ALU of almost 8% for 1973/74 ( 1 M~ to 

30 April) compared with 1972/73. This reduction is mainly due to fall in 

the profitability of beef production. 

Forecasts for the 1974/75 marketing year, indicate that agricultural incomes 

will be considerably affected by the fall in the price of products and the 

increase in the price of the means of produr.tion. 

.) 

') 
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Luxembourg 

) According to the latest forecasts concerning agriculture in Luxembourg, the 

agricultural income per holding, which in 1973 experienced a remarkable increase 

of 19.2% in money terms is likely to increase in 1974 by 4-1% over the previous 

year. 

) 

United Kin.gdom 

Forecasts for 1973/74 (1 April to 31 March) in the United Kingdom, confirmed 

by examination 

over 1972/73. 

of the first returns, show a general increase in incomes 

The development is likely to vary greatly according to the type 

of farming practised. Cereal farms are likely to practically double their 

income in 1973/74· In contrast the income of dairy farms is likely to fall. 

Satisfactory results aro expected for other kinds of farms although the rate of 

increase 'l'dll be less than in 1972/73· 

In 1974/75 agricultural incomes are expected to vary greatly according to the 

type of farm,with an increase in income for cereal farms, no change for dairy 

farms and a fall in income for farms concentrating on beef production and on 

farms gro•ring root and tuber crops on a cert<:!in scale. 

Ireland 

1973/74 returns for Ireland (1 April to 31 ~mxch) show a general increase in 

agricultural income which can be put at about 3o% compared with the previous 

year. Forecasts for 1974 (calendar year) indicate,however,a fall in agricultural 

incomes compared with the preceding year. 

Denmark 

After the excellent resul to of 1973 for most kinds of farm, a general reduction in . 

agricultural income of about 15% is forecaot for 1974. This reduction which will 

affect most types of farm will be largely the result of the increase in the pr:i.cm af 1he 

means of production, while the prices of agricultural products have remained 

practically unchanged, even decreasing slightly. 
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13. FTIIANCIAL ASPECTS 

Total public, national and community expenditure in 1973 and in 1974 in the 

Community in support of the agricultural sector is put at about 11.5 milliard u.a., 

corresponding to about 4.6% of total State expenditure of the 9 Member States 

and representing about 17% of tho value of the end-product of agriculture. 

In 1974 about 70"/o of total expenditure on agriculture still came from national 

sources. Grants from Member States for structural measures amounted to 3.2 

milliard u.a. and for social measures 3.3 milliard. 

In 197 4 the EAGGF provided about 32% of total expenditure on a.gricul ture, 

compared with 35% in 1973. 

Develo~ent of EAGGF expenditure (in millions of u.a.) 

Year Guarantee Section Guidance Section 

EEG-6 EEG-9 

1970 2 602.9 201.5 

1971 1 571.3 . 242.4 

1972 2 339.2 167.2 

1973 3 814.6 182.8 

1974 (estimates) 3 402.0 285.4 

1975 (budget) 3 980.4 325.0 . 
Gross expenditure from the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF amounted in 197 3 to 

about 3.8 milliard u.a. Expenditure in 1974 is estimated at 3.4 milliard u.a. 

and for 1975 at almost 4 milliard. In 1973 this expenditure represents 

about 0.4% of the gross domestic product, 2.6% of expenditure on food and 5.6% 
of the final agricultural production of the Community. 

In 1973 three sectors shared about 76% of expenditure: the milk products 

sector (about 1.5 milliard u.a.) with 39%, the cereals sector with 26% and the 

oils and fats sector with about 10"/o. The accession compensatory amounts 

(264 million u.a.) and the monetary compensatory amounts (140 million u.a.) 

make up 10.6% of total expenditure. 

•,) 



The division of expenditure according to its economic character shows the 

particular importance in 1973 of price subsidies (50%) and of export refunds 

') (4o%). 

Although the high level of prices on the world market brought about a decrease 

in refunds in 1974, intervention expenditure increased considerably in the 

beef and veal sector (239 million u.a. in 1974 ag<>inst 13 million in 1973) 
as a result of the special situation in this sector. 

One of the principal reasons for this variation in expenditure is the change 

in the economic situation in the world market and the Community internal 

market. The development of production, particularly of well-subsidized 

products is another major reason. 

Loans from the Guidance Section of the EAGGF in 1973 and 1974 amounted to 

325 million u.a., of \Jhich 170 million u.a. went to finance projects for the 

improvement of agricultural structures. Between 1964 and 1973 more than 

4 000 projects received aid from the Fund in a total amount of 1.03 milliard 

u.a. 

For the first time in 1974 the Fund participated in the financing of common 

action relating to socio-structural policy decided by the Council. 

While the common agricultural policy generates expenditure it is equally a 

source of budgetary revenue. In 1973 agricultural levies and contributions 

amounted to 556 million u.a. against 800 million u.a. in the proceeding year; 

they are estimated at about 370 million u.a. for 1974 and at 564 million u.a. 

for 1975• The decrease in levies is primarily due to the high level of cereals 

prices and an increase in the degree of self-sufficiency in respect of certain 

products. 
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14. MONETARY ASPErlTS 

1974 has been another year of monetary instability which was inevitably 

reflected in tho administration of the common agricultural policy. 

Indeed, in practice the system of common prices which is the basis of the 

common agricultural policy is gravely affected, since the agricultural 

prices expressed in units of account are converted into national currencies 

at rates of exchange, employed for the purposes of the agricultural policy, 

which do not correspond to economic reality. Thus are created six zones with 

different price levels; for, since the beginning of Jnnuary 1974, tho French 

franc has loft the "snake" and given rise to a sixth zone. However, since 

the prices expressed in units of account are the same for the whole Community, 

the range of prices remains the same in the Community. 

The monetary compensatory amounts which offset price differences in trade 

and which were temporary in origin, have thus become part of the mechanism 

of the common agricultural policy, in spite of the attempts made to reduce 

their incidence. 

However, developments in 1973/74 have shown the limitations of this 

mechanism, since economic factors themselves argue in favour of the 

reestablishment of a single market. 

There are certain signs which suggest that the general stabilization of 

the economy v1hich results from a revaluation and at the same time is a 

reflection of it, is accompanied in a country which has revalued by a smaller 

increase in production costs than in the other countries. The development 

during 1974 of the prices of the means of production in Gennany and in the 

Netherlands in comparison Vlith other countries illustrates the point (see 

chapter 7, above). 

The interplay of these mechanisms tends therefore to reestablish agricultural 

incomes despite the fall in prices. This phenomenon does not mean that temporary 

aid is not needed in order to prevent a short-term drop in income -it appears 

that the stabilizing effect takes time to operate - but it tends 

to obviate the need to continue such aid. 
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Tho economic situation in thoce countries vihose currenciec 2.:re float inc down

vmrds hac similarly shovm that the development of production costs made it 

difficult to maintain agricultural prices at their former level in these 

countries. In this respect available data arc also revealing concerning the 

development of the prices of the means of production for France, Italy, the 

United Kingdom and Ireland in 1974; this development should be correspondingly 

reflected in 1974 incomec. 

There have been sharp criticicms of the monetary compensatory amounts during 

1974; it has been frequently stressed that they cause distortion of competition. 

From the outset the Commission considered that this might be the case. It is 

a fact that the higher the monetary compensatory amount becomes the ereater are 

the problems aricine from its arbitrary nature. Though the incidence of such 

distortion cannot be expresoed in figures, the high rates of the monetDry 

compensatory amounts at the end of 1973 and the beginning of 1974 in the beef 

and veal sector, together Hith the arbitrary method of calculation of these amounts 

on the basis of intervention prices Qlld with the aid of coefficients which at 

the time vrere too hich for certain cuts of meat, partly explains the prm:mure 

on the beef and veal market in the countries with depreciatinG currencies. 

Other criticismc concern the lack of advance fixinc Hhich because of. the 

resultant uncertainties tends to increase the cost of intra-Community trade and trade 
with non-member countries. The Commission has sought an ancvrer to this 

problem, vrhich ic a real one, in measures of equity and by the suspension of 

Ar·ticle 4a 1 one of the main causes of uncertainty. 

the introduction of advance fixing. 

It is ctill considering 

However, it should not be concluded from the developments described above that 

tho mechanism of monetary compensatory nmounts itself is unsuitable and can 

be completely abandoned. 

Indeed, aside from the effortc which might be made to restore the unity of 

the market 1 there remains a teclmical obstacle to the abolition of the 

compensatory amounts, mainly that in the case of a currency which floats in 

isol~tion the euaranteed producer price cannot vary with every short-term 

fluctuation of the currency. Thus 1-:herc the price of productc for Hhich the 

market is clocely integrated is at intervention level, differences in the level 

at which intervention effectively takes place can bring about abnormal movements. 

Thic is shmm by tho trade in cerealc during the spring of 1974. Indeed, as 

a recult of application of Article 4a of Rer,ulation 974/71 the monetary 

compensatory runount hud been abolished in tr<:rle between Frcnce and the other 

) 
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The Community olive oil harvest in 1974/75 will be more or less normal, 

the quality being above that of the previous year. vlorld production will 

') remain rather loH, particularly in those countries Hhich traditionally 

export to the EEC. The forecasts for vmrld sugar production in 197 4/75 
suggest only a slight increase in production; therefore - taking into 

account the steady increase in consumption- it cannot be ruled out that 

the present very lovT stocks Hill decrease yet further. Thus it is 

most unlikely that a very good harvest in 1975/76 Hould replemish stocks 

sufficiently to change the situation on the Horld market appreciably. 

In order to meet its requirements in 1974/75 tne Community will have to 

resort to additional imports from the vmrld market. However, for the 

following years the Community will no longer depend upon imports to cover 

its internal supplies to the snme extent. 

The vrorld market outlook for the Hine sector is one of increased production, 

due to higher yields, particularly in areas with a very loH yield at present, 

and to increased areas under vine in the USA and the USSR. In the 

Community the surplus situation will probably continue, in view of the 

certainty of higher yields and the stagnation or even falling off of demand. 

Future ~ supplies uill depend to a certain extent on any decisions which 

are taken at the International Conference on the Lmr of the Sea; at all 

events it Hill be necessary to take into account the introduction of a quota 

system for fishing certain species which are of interest to the EEC, in 

order to guard against the danger of exhausting fish stocks. The diminishing 

supplies of these disappearing species Hhich remain in steady demand Hill make 

for slight price increases in the near future. 

Finally, in the fruit and vegetable sectors no important changes are expected 

in the snort term. liowever, as regarda apples and pears, the 1974/75 
production >rill be considerably below that of previous years and thus adequate 

prices can be expected. In the medium term it is possible that increased 

energy costo will cause a reduction in heated glass. house crops, vrhich are 

particularly important for vegetables in certain Member States. 


